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"Got Nowhere To Run—Got Nowhere To Hide"

I went to bed last night perplexed as to why I hadn't put out an article in 12 days. This 
morning I found myself singing Martha and the Vandellas 1965 lyrics, Got nowhere to 
run—Got nowhere to hide. For me to move from Oregon would be a big deal. I've lived 
on the West Coast for 68 years, 45 years with my democrat wife who would never 
move to a fly-over state. Which may not matter because the US government is at war 
with both the states and citizens. Uncertainty around the outcome of that war threatens 
each state and all Americans. Maybe I move to another country with more freedom?   

Where in the world might that be? How about a short jaunt up to Canada, the nation 
of my birth? Canada, in the grip of globalists, is possibly worse than the US. Freedom 
is nonexistent. Then there's the EU, a vassal for the US, where they jail you for hate 
speech—for posting accepted facts. Europe, where unelected tyrants hand-out teddy 
bears/bottled water to 5 million migrants. Migrants from a different religion and culture, 
with no intention of assimilating into Europe. Instead, they came for the welfare state.  

Scotland and Ireland are horror shows where a neighbor's complaint can throw you 
into the slammer. Australia protected its freedom by surrendering the guns, and along 
with New Zealand enforced possibly the most draconian lockdowns around Covid. 
Now, Australia has become, in blind support of the US, the Asian adversary for China.

Maybe go south to Mexico where cartels are now big business, branched out into 
kidnapping/trafficking—so we best stay inside an American enclave. Farther south, 
Americans are relocated to Central America—from my motorcycle experience, 7 na-
tions that are dangerous places. When the dollar succumbs and no longer spends, 
what happens to Americans, who, without a monthly stipend, are seen as outsiders? 

There's always South America, though some countries, such as Ecuador, now func-
tion as US puppets. Were I to move south, I would look at Chile, Uruguay, and Argenti-
na. Of all places I've listed, those would be my choices. Given EU migrant infestation, 
Buenos Aires is more European, and maybe safer, than major cities in Europe. Doug 
Casey lives in Uruguay and he speaks highly of Argentina. Is his assessment correct?  

About Argentina's new president, Javier Milei, Casey offers a good review. Javier is 
cutting red tape/reducing spending. Good things, but the cast he's enlisted to carry 
through that mission looks to be a who's who of Western Banking. Before Milei, Ar-
gentina was making security/economic agreements with China. With Milei, that's over.  



Now Argentina joins an ever-diminishing club, where the US is the bodyguard. With 
that Argentina gets both Victoria Nuland/Hillary Clinton resumes for having destroyed 
nations. If things go to plan, young Argentines will be slaughtered—to save Americans 
from shedding blood. And, if the past be prologue, before it's over, that decision could 
well ruin Javier Milei, making Argentina hostile to, and an enemy of China and Russia.       

Where else might I move? Were I 40, I would consider Russia—for reasons unac-
ceptable to the West. Russia is an democracy where citizens, for the most part, sup-
port the government. They talk politics and they read Putin and Medvedev's speeches.

How do I know? I rode a motorcycle across the 11 time zones of Russia. How many 
times was I bothered by cops? None. My only interaction with authorities was when I 
asked to take their photo. It's a wild west place, but safer from authorities than the US.   

But, I'm not moving to Russia. Where else? Who else are US allies? Japan, the na-
tion with the highest 'vaccination rate', now accounting for more than 100K excess 
deaths in 2023. And that brings us to Israel, the nation with the 2nd highest 'vaccination 
rate'. Out of fear for what awaits that nation, that's a place I would not want to move to. 

Why am I bringing up 'vaccination rates'? What might they tell us? That Japanese 
and Israelis go along with the program without doing the questioning. What else might 
await these nations? Each of them is experiencing a blood vessel injury storm from 
mRNA. Maybe more is coming but it's already here. We don't know how bad it will get, 
but neither nation is where you want to be if excess deaths reach into the millions.

The US faces bad prospects. Maybe, with mail-in voting, we actually elected the 
purported Joe Biden Crime Family? Maybe, using the same metrics, we get him again? 
What's at issue with a second coming of Joe to a compliant US, where maybe 70% 
took the jabs—many of whom were okay with stripping liberty and internment camps.

Do we want to be in the US when the economy goes down? When 2 hundred million 
entitled Americans join the 3rd World—overnight? An even better question: will an eco-
nomically destroyed US, bereft of military prowess, caught-up in a civil war at home 
where many can't define the issues, become easy-pickings for a hardscrabble world?

Will the US, on the edge of economic/political doom, be brought down by tiny Israel  
and its powerful lobby? Will Israel's ploy to take over the 'Holy Land', by hauling Ameri-
cans who question Zionist genocide before Congress to account for unAmericanness/
antiSemitism, be successful? If Israel prevails, will this republic be stripped of its Bill of 
Rights? Will another round of McCarthyism, sponsored by Israel, funded by US tax-
payers, turn us into Netanyahu puppets? Bibi says he controls America—is he right?

Maybe not. Instead we stand up to Israel. In a groundswell protest we refuse to fund 
foreign wars—of adventurism/conquest. We don't move out of the US. We stay and 
fight. And, if we live in a blue state—all the better. That's where we are needed most.  

Vietnam protests was a groundswell against the military industrial complex. Tea Par-
ty was fly-over Americans who'd had enough of republican cronyism. Occupy was 
young people who had enough of financial corruption. Bottom-up protests get messy.     

Will we be co-opted? Of course. But this is war and it's a war the people did not start. 
The elite did it by subverting our Constitution—stripping us of our rights/liberty. This is 
the time for what I've promised myself: a trip through the Declaration of Independence/
Constitution/Bill of Rights. Like that 60's VW repair guide—step by step procedures for 
the complete idiot. We weren't idiots then—we are not now—but we do need a guide.  
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